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       The Star Star Bowl V All teams also receive 12 points to spend on The Rules one rostered player, thus creating their own ‘star’. This player cannot be a starplayer for The tournament will be 4 rounds, with the first tier 7 and 8. Only normal rostered players can round drawn randomly, and the next by the Swiss become a ‘star’: system. Choice Points cost The tournament will use BB2016 rules + lastest Normal skill, MA+, AV+ 2 spike, errata and faq. Double Skill 3 The tournament will follow the usual tournament AG+ 4 ‘resurrection’ rules. The same roster will be used ST+ 5 for each game. There are no SPP and injurys do Remove a trait (eg. Bone head) 3 not carry over to next games. Pro (because pro is awesome) 1 All 23 races are available to be picked, plus 3 house rule rosters: Bretonnia, Khorne, and Slann. The star may have as many stat increases as All CRP starplayers are legal and Piling On cost a Reroll one can buy, but only 2 stat increases in any category, and no stat may go above 10. Rosters are purchased with 1,100,000 gold If the player does not have it already, then the crowns. All Inducements may be purchased as star gains ‘Loner’, as they are too proud to use part of your roster, but no wizards, cards or the team’s rerolls reliably. (Loner cannot be mercenaries may be bought, and only tier 7 and 8 removed using the option above.) races can take star players from BB2016 or CRP. If you wish to hire a star player for your team, Examples of stars: then you must have 11 rostered players first. If both teams have the same star player, the star Amazon blitzer with MB, tackle, guard, stand firm, player sits the game out. frenzy and juggernaut Human ogre with block, remove bone head, sure hands and dodge Dark elf assassin with multiple block, jump up, sidestep, MA+, MA+ and Pro! Goblin Fanatic with secret weapon removed, block, MB, MA+, MA+ Remember, they will all also have Loner. The Team Scoring All teams also receive additional skills that A win is worth 10 points, a draw 5 points and a loss 0 they can give to other rostered players, but points. If your star survives the game and is not not the star. Only one skill per player – no injured at game end, you get a bonus point. If your stacking. opponent’s star does not survive the game and is injured, then you get a further bonus point. These Race Tier Skills & Roster points are given each game and a full victory is 0: Wood Elf 2 normal therefore worth 12 points. These tournament points will be used to calculate the 1: Amazon, Dwarf, Undead, 3 normal swiss pairings. Tiebreaker is (NET Touchdowns*2) + Lizardman, Dark Elf NET casualties together. 2: Skaven, Norse, 4 normal Chaos Dwarf 3: Orc, Bretonnian, 4 normal, 1 double Necromantic 4: Union Elf, Khemri 5 normal, 1 double 5: Humans, Slann, 5 normal, 2 double Chaos Renegades, High Elf, Chaos, Nurgle 6: Khorne 6 normal, 2 double 7: Vampire, Underworld 6 normal, 2 double May spend up to 160.000 gold on 0-1 starplayers when purchasing team. 8: Halfling, Goblin, Ogre 6 normal, 2 double May spend up to 400.000 gold on 0-2 starplayers when purchasing team. Double skills can be taken as normal skills, should players wish. House Rule Rosters 
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